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NO
GOING
BACK
The extent of damage caused by the

Needless to say that the pre-coronavirus

coronavirus pandemic is just mind boggling.

world was not good to us. We were

However, despite this, it offers us an

literally counting days to: when the planet

unparalleled opportunity.

would be unfit for human existence
through climate catastrophe; how we fear

Right now the whole world has to address a

mass unemployment as a result of artificial

big question. It is not about how to get the

intelligence; and how wealth concentration

economy running again. Luckily we know

might reach an explosive level. We were

the answer. We have gathered good

reminding each other that the 2020s would

experiences

recovery

be the ‘last-chance’ decade, after which

processes. The big questions are: do we

all our efforts would bring only marginal

take the world back to where it was pre-

results, inadequate to save our planet.

of

managing

pandemic? Or, do we redesign the world?
The decision is entirely ours.

Should we go back to that world?
The choice is ours.

Professor Muhammad Yunus, Nobel Peace Prize Laureate 2006
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In its 8 months of operations, Yunus Thailand (YT) has
implemented 24 activities and projects within its
Academic, Business, Community framework – its ABC.
Growth has been brisk, despite the challenges of the
COVID-19 pandemic. Through our culture of learning
and lean adaptivity, we have determined our role in
the Thai ecosystem, and set sights on a medium-term

ASEAN mandate, enabled through our partnerships.
Moving forwards, YT will expand its involvement with
the social business academic network, drive the
development of social business in practice and
participate actively in building community-led social
business-driven, micro-economies.
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ORGANIZATIONAL STATUS
YUNUS THAILAND
YT was formally launched upon official registration on
the 31st March 2020 as a not-for-profit public benefit
foundation under Thai Law. It has since operated as a
lean startup. The founding Board of Directors guide

specific functions, such as organizational administration,
academia & research, corporate engagement, strategic
partnerships, etc. Day-to-day operations are managed
by a core program unit, all of whom are job-sharing
with part-time consultancy work. Professor Yunus and
Yunus Centre, Dhaka have been providing their advice
and guidance throughout the year.
Momentum has been established and is building,
with the organization further formalizing. Moving
into 2021 the operational team is set to grow,
onboarding more young Thai professionals who
are

passionate

about

social

business. The

founding Board of Directors will gradually
transition to a Management Board, signifying the
establishment of a governance structure worthy of
Professor Yunus’ formal inclusion, along with

prominent Social Business leaders.
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THAILAND CONTEXT
IN 2020
YT was established during a particularly challenging time, with the
COVID-19 pandemic on the rise. Thailand responded with some of
the world’s toughest lockdown measures and early closure of
borders arresting the spread of the virus, which resulted in some of
the lowest infection rates globally. However, the economic impact
of these measures has been severe, with the Thai economy
experiencing the largest contraction of any economy in Asia
(-8.5%). The decimated tourism industry has caused significant
migration back to workers’ hometowns from tourism hotspots.
Overall Thai community resilience is relatively high, however
increasing household indebtedness is a growing concern. Beyond
this, many corporations froze or reduced their CSR budgets for
2020, which had a knock-on effect for YT.
The spring 2019 elections have resulted in a continued state of
political flux that saw periodic public protests, reflecting the
social divisions that have emerged on key issues. During this
political climate, YT has been cautious in protecting the Yunus
name by sidestepping partnerships that might be perceived as
being supportive of a particular side.

COVID
19

Pandemic
in
Thailand
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YUNUS THAILAND
FOCUS AREAS
by PROFESSOR YUNUS

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Work at the policy level in Thailand and ASEAN.
Promote and improve YSBCs and create a Thai and ASEAN network.
Create a social business venture capital fund for youth entrepreneurship.
Host a monthly open house.
Support existing social businesses.
Be updated on all social business news in Thailand and the world.
Send delegations to international Social Business events.
Organize the ASEAN Social Business Journey.

Keep in touch with social business programs in Asian countries.
Promote books on social businesses.
Encourage corporate houses to start social businesses.
Pay attention to smaller cities and villages to create social businesses.
Create a social business to mobilize corporate investment in the Nobin
program.

•
•

Create Social Business Cities and Villages.
Organize “Friends of YT” groups all over the country, and within ASEAN.
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ACTIVITIES COMPLETED IN 2020
AC A D E M I A D E E P D I V E
Y UN US T H A I L A N D AC A DE M IC N E T WO R K
YT has been working throughout the year to build social business linkages with universities across
Thailand, whilst also strengthening relationships with the global YSBC network. The foundation of this
has been the strong partnership between YT, YCA and YSBC Kasetsart and beyond this, YT has
formed working relationships with Chulalongkorn University, Thammasat University, Panyapiwat
Institute of Management, Rajamangala University of Technology Phra Nakhon, and the National
Institute of Development Administration. From an ASEAN perspective, YT has collaborated with YSBC
Albukhary University and YSBC Sunway University in Malaysia, as well as YSBC Foundation
University in the Philippines in 2020.
Within this scope, YT worked with Chulalongkorn
University to deliver ‘Engaging Our Future Towards 2030
Social Business Design Competition’ for more than 180
students from 5 continents, including intensive mentorship

for teams and seed funding for the 3 winners of 10,000
USD. The winning teams were Merca, a blockchain based
carbon

trading

solution;

Donest,

a

transparent

crowdfunding platform; and Alpha Protect, a contact
tracing app for universities and factories. YT also
supported the regional organization of the Hult Prize,
hosted at AIT, providing design thinking training for
social business development to the student teams, as well
as the Asia Pacific Youth Exchange program.

YT has laid the foundations for numerous YSBCs to open in Thailand in 2021. Furthermore, it aims to
spearhead a national framework for YSBC collaboration, driven by the preparation of case-writers
and storytellers for documenting Social Business and Innovation case studies from communities across
Thailand. The resulting knowledge resource will further accelerate the propagation of social business
precepts and facilitate inter-university co-creation. YT is also providing outsourced social business
services to universities, whilst building university capacity in this area.
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ACTIVITIES COMPLETED IN 2020
BU S I N E S S D E E P D I V E
CP GROUP ONE YOUNG WORLD PROGRAM
Following

Professor

Yunus’s

meeting

with

Mr.

Suphachai

Chearavanont, CEO CP Group, a social business partnership was
announced focusing on 5 key areas: creating social business
subsidiaries; investing in social businesses; leading the corporate

action tank in Thailand; supporting social business academia; and
engaging Thai citizens in social business.
As a first step towards this, YT has been working with CP Group
to engage the future leadership of the company in social
business. Working with 42 CP One Young World (OYW)
delegates from 11 different CP companies, YT delivered social
business awareness and design workshops covering topics such
as the SDG’s and social business, social business and near future
technologies, and social business as a corporate transformation
strategy. From a practical perspective, employees learnt how to
identify a social problem and analyze their target market, how
to build multi-stakeholder value propositions and social impact
frameworks, as well as design thinking, lean business design and
social business KPIs.
In early 2021 delegates will pitch their social business ideas to the
CEO, with the opportunity for them then to receive seed investment and
develop into social business subsidiaries within CP Group. The program
will then run every year and expand to more of the 360,000
employees over time. CP have also requested YT’s support to develop
an internal transformation university, to train all employees in
sustainability and social business, and to integrate social business into
their cross-business-unit innovation team. YT has also been working with
the CP Sustainability Team in the Southern Border Provinces, to develop
social business villages in fishing communities with a specific focus on
savings practices, youth entrepreneurship, social business investment,
and inter-generational community stewardship.
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ACTIVITIES COMPLETED IN 2020
COMMUNITY DEEPDIVE
GREEN RECOVERY ECOSYSTEM

Following Professor Yunus’s No Going Back call, YT reached
out to like-minded friends at SEED and the German Federal

BUILDERS PROGRAM

Ministry of Environment to co-design and jointly deliver an
innovative, 4-month online program to empower social
business support organizations to develop green recovery
programs,

with

the

principles

of

social

business

mainstreamed. The program was delivered for 25
organizations from Thailand, Malaysia, Myanmar, Indonesia
and Philippines including MyHarapan, NWTF and YSBC
Foundation University from the Yunus network.

With a specific focus on enterprise and community resilience,
the program supported organizations to mainstream
environmental and social business components into COVID

recovery programs, utilizing a tailormade toolkit which
organizations can then take home and share with the social
businesses they support as well as their partners. Example
tools include the green recovery readiness assessment,
mapping social business support options, and agile business
strategy.

Beyond the capacity building aspect, a key objective of the program was also to establish an ASEAN wide
regional network who will collaborate for years to come. The program was designed with a relatively small
batch size and long program length to foster strong relationships and establish green recovery ‘cells’ in each
country as focal points. The 2020 batch will be the first of many with each cell scaling the program in their
respective countries, whilst UNDP have expressed interest in funding the program at the global level, in
partnership with their Climate Change Adaptation Incubator.
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ACTIVITIES COMPLETED IN 2020
SNAPSHOTS
Pracharath Rak Samakkee (PRS) Teaching Case
Following on from Social Business Day, YT produced a teaching case on
PRS, a network of 76 social businesses established as a public-private
initiative, focused on an invoice-financing approach to enable smallholder, organic farmers to supply safe vegetables to public hospitals in
Thailand.

IVL Creating Shared Value Awards
YT has been working with the world’s largest PET plastic producer and
plastic bottle recycler to conduct an internal competition to assess the
sustainability initiatives of their plants in 33 countries, providing
strategic recommendations for improved sustainability performance.

TPBI Social Business
YT delivered a social business workshop and inception report to the
Executive Board of TPBI, one of the world’s leading plastic bag
manufacturers, on how to develop a collection and sorting social
business, transforming their value chain from a linear to a circular model.
The project focused on transforming their existing 300 collection points
for plastic waste in Bangkok into a social business. This partnership will
continue in 2021.
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ACTIVITIES COMPLETED IN 2020
SNAPSHOTS
Public-Private Partnership for Sustainable Plastic and Waste Management
YT was invited into the membership of Thailand’s ‘PPP Plastic’,
which includes +30 companies, whilst also being a sub-committee
and working group of the Ministry of Environment. YT’s role

within the collaboration is specifically focused on developing
social business models for plastic waste management for
different types of plastics.

Women Entrepreneurship & COVID-19 Recovery in the Deep South, UNDP
YT has received funding from UNDP to empower young women
entrepreneurs to deliver intercommunity food security, peace,
and prosperity in Thailand’s Southern Border Provinces during
COVID-19. Having begun in December 2020, this will run
through 2021 and will also build social business capacity within
local government, backstopped by YT.

Social Business Cities
Following on from the social business city MOU signed with the Bangkok Metropolitan Administration’s

public enterprise in 2019, Yunus Thailand, Thammasat University, UNFCCC, PFAN and Adelphi
Consulting have submitted a 10m USD, 7-year proposal to the German Ministry of Environment to
develop the Thailand Urban Climate Change Resilience Index and Social Business Accelerator, which
includes the development of 5 second tier cities in Thailand into social business cities, with the
establishment of resident social business hubs.
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ACTIVITIES COMPLETED IN 2020
SNAPSHOTS
Seaweed Social Business
YT, YSBC Kasetsart and the Scottish Association of Marine Science (SAMS)
have submitted a proposal to the U.K. and Thai Government to develop a
seaweed social business pilot in the Southern Border Provinces, transfer
seaweed cultivation expertise from Scotland to Thailand and social business
expertise from YT to SAMS, resulting in the establishment of a Thai – U.K.
Seaweed Social Business Hub, located in the Southern Border Provinces. CP
Group, WWF and GEF have also shared interest in joining the project and
there is an intention to scale the pilot rapidly once established.

Yunus Professional Masters
In collaboration with the Yunus Center AIT, together with the AIT School of
Environment, Resources and Development, and AIT School of Management,
YT has been developing the world’s first professional masters degree
dedicated to social business. YT has designed its role and content
throughout 2020, creating an innovative field-based component, where
students will be exposed to community problems and social business
solutions, visit Dhaka for a colloquium with Professor Yunus, and enter a
facilitated sandbox module to design their own social business.

Transnational Education Partnership with YSBC Cadiz & YCA
YSBC Cadiz, YCA and YT have formalized a collaboration to co-deliver a joint program including a
University of Cadiz awarded online masters degree in Microfinance, Human Rights & Development
Cooperation, an AIT awarded face to face Advanced Certificate in Development Management, and a
YT awarded field-based social business program and sandbox module. Formalized in 2020, this will
begin implementation in 2021.
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ACTIVITIES COMPLETED IN 2020
SNAPSHOTS
Supporting Social Business for Hilltribe Communities
YT provided social business planning and financial management support
for HCTC (Hospitality and Catering Training Center), a social business
located on the Thai – Myanmar border training hilltribe youth to access
high quality jobs in the hospitality and catering sector, with alumni now
working in Michelin star restaurants in Bangkok. Following this, YT has
been in negotiations with the European Institute of Cooperation and
Development to create a social business joint venture, to support and
enable hilltribe entrepreneurship.

Social Business Show & The Social Fiction Challenge
If we don’t imagine it will never happen. If we imagine, it is the first step in making it happen. During
lockdown YT looked to capitalize on the extra ‘screen time’ members of the public were experiencing
and developed two awareness campaigns in line with Professor Yunus’s No Going Back Movement. The
Social Business Show was broadcast on national TV channel Thai PBS, and the Social Fiction Challenge
was facilitated on social media, where young people from around the world shared their social fictions
for a post-corona world through viral posts.

Corporate – Community Partnerships in Thailand
Bringing together community entrepreneurs, ecosystem actors, and
large corporations, YT facilitated a co-creation workshop program to
build common understanding and shared visions for social business.
The program consisted of roundtable discussions and perspective
sharing of the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and limitations of
the different partners, and then focused on value chain analysis and
the conceptualization of corporate – community social business
partnerships.
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ACTIVITIES COMPLETED IN 2020
SNAPSHOTS
Fintech for a Sustainable Tomorrow
In collaboration with the University of Liechtenstein and with support
from the Government of Liechtenstein, YT co-organized a virtual
conference on the role financial technologies can play in sustainable
development and a new kind of equitable capitalism. With more than
300 attendees and speakers from 6 continents, the program exposed
fintech professionals and students to the role social business can play in
their sector, and the role they can play in the social business movement.

Social Health Enterprise (SHE)
YT has been supporting SHE throughout 2020 to expand its social
business operations to the Southern Border Provinces, training
unemployed Muslim women as human maintenance entrepreneurs. YT
supported SHE in its branding and marketing, enabling connections with
local government actors.

Social Business & Islamic Finance
In collaboration with the Islamic Cooperative Association of Thailand, YT
organized a workshop titled ‘Social Business from an Islamic
Perspective’, highlighting the community development role social
business can play within the Islamic Finance ecosystem in Thailand. This
focused on the use of Waqf and Zakat for social business, through the
development of community-based entrepreneurship funds. The
workshop engaged religious leaders, local politicians, cooperative
managers, and entrepreneurs.
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ACTIVITIES COMPLETED IN 2020
SNAPSHOTS
The Happy Grocers
YT has been mentoring and provided a micro-loan to Happy Grocers,
a new social business startup in Thailand founded to connect local
farmers who had lost their sales channels due to lockdown directly to
high value markets in Bangkok. The young entrepreneurs operate a
mobile farmers market at different condominium buildings throughout
the city and run healthy food workshops and trips.

Youth Energy Academy
In collaboration with the Regional Resource Center for Asia Pacific, Konrad Adenauer Stiftung, and the
Sustainable Energy Youth Network, YT delivered the social business component of Youth Energy
Academy 2020. Delivering the online program to 25 community-based renewable energy
entrepreneurs from Myanmar, Philippines, Thailand, Pakistan and Nepal, YT shared practical insights
from the Grameen Shakti model and then supported the entrepreneurs to develop business model
canvasses for their projects. This program is now being scaled to 60 young entrepreneurs in January
2021 and is intended to develop into a sustainable energy incubator.

Food Truck Entrepreneurship
YT launched an innovative partnership in 2020 with WeChef,
a food truck platform enterprise, and Thaipat Institute, a leading ESG
organization in Thailand, with the vision of creating a joint venture
social business. Still in the scoping stages, the partnership has been
working to develop a turnkey business model which will support nobin
entrepreneurs to own a food (and non-food) truck business, and be
matched with high footfall, high value locations such as corporate
offices.
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What 2020
Has Taught Us
We have learnt a lot this year and we are sure these lessons will
empower us during 2021. With an embedded culture of openmindedness, learning as we go and horizontal collaboration both
internally and externally, YT can improve exponentially. And beyond
this, every time we empower someone with social business, we also
learn so much from them too. This mindset is at the core of the YT
approach and will be fostered and propagated along the way.
Operating as a new social business startup still in its first year of
operation which has coincided with the COVID-19 pandemic, full
financial sustainability is still a goal. However, the ultra-lean,

adaptive YT approach has stood YT well and will remain in our DNA
even as we grow and scale. Learning from YCA, from where core
staff have transitioned, YT has innovated with cross-subsidizing
operations from the proceeds of staff consultancies with USAID and
the World Bank. In the quest for revenue generation during the
pandemic we have learnt another one of YT’s unique strengths; that
we are as much a partner and facilitator as traditional service
provider. As YT refines its revenue models whilst also ensuring that its

independence as an entity remains intact, it further expands its scope
for innovation. YT aims to develop independent cash cows such as the
Yunus Professional Masters and the Social Business ESG Mutual Fund.

The social business movement in Thailand is growing, as Academia, Business and Communities
increasingly adopt social business mindsets. Slow and arduous as it may appear, YT intends to build
partnerships with other innovators, champion our early adopters, and facilitate the diffusion of social
business throughout Thai society. Yunus Thailand aims to be a network builder stimulating demand in
social business, a facilitator providing tools, support and help within a social business network, and an
institution builder formalizing an effective ecosystem in Thailand.
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What 2020
Has Taught Us
The job is bigger than just Thailand. The need for social business clearly goes beyond Thailand’s
borders and bottom-up SB opportunities lay in ASEAN and CLMV neighbors. Furthermore, with the
integration of the ASEAN region being accelerated by geopolitical drivers, there are also top-down
factors pushing for an ASEAN-wide social business approach. Social Business sectors are still nascent in
many ASEAN countries, although YT has identified key partners in the region and have already
established key regional collaborations to push the movement forward. ASEAN social business will
benefit from YT having strong foundations in Thailand and the Thai ecosystem can play a leadership
role regionally.
And finally, YT could not have done this alone. There are too many partners to thank individually, but
special gratitude must be extended to Image Plus Communications for their office space and staff
support, as well as the Thaipat Institute who have provided significant staff support as well. Social
Health Enterprise have also supported YT in its seeding, and Yunus Social Business Center Kasetsart
University have been a strong partner throughout the year. YT has also leveraged the legacy and
track record of the Yunus Center AIT, established over the last 11 years, without which this would not
be possible. The YCA culture has informed the development of YT, and YCA has provided significant

partnership throughout the year.
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OUR ABC IN
•

More YSBCs and the Yunus Thailand Academic Network

2021

ACADEMIA

in action, with expanded social business teaching,

•

research and inter-university cooperation.
The first batch of the Yunus Professional Masters in Social
Business Entrepreneurship, taught by Professor Yunus and
inclusive of the field-based Yunus Colloquium.

•

The Yunus Thailand Social Business Case Bank, collecting
stories that teach in partnership with the global YSBC
network and the Yunus Thailand Academic Network.

BUSINESS

•

The operationalization of a social business consultancy firm, as a
collaboration between Grameen Shakti and Yunus Thailand
providing social business and sustainability consultancy in

•

Thailand, ASEAN and globally.
The establishment of the Social Business ESG Fund, with corporates
putting capital into ESG responsible investments, dedicating the
returns to a social business venture capital fund and the

•

management fee to Yunus Thailand.

The scaling of social intrapreneurship incubators and talent
reskilling programs, to internally shift Thai corporates towards the
social business philosophy and spawn out social business
subsidiaries.

•

The establishment of the YT Community of Communities,
onboarding 100 communities across Thailand within the first 3
months of 2021, supporting bottom-up social business innovation

•

and informing enabling policies for localized micro-economies.
Incubation of rural young women entrepreneurs in the Southern
Border Provinces, focused on building local resilience, women
empowerment, and new income-generating opportunities in the

•

agriculture and aquaculture sectors.
Strengthening of the community-based microfinance sector in
Thailand, particularly in the Eastern Seaboard area, with a focus
on learning from international best practice at Grameen Bank
and scaling local best practices.

COMMUNITY
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THE TEAM
Nobel Laureate Professor Muhammad Yunus is the father of both social business and microcredit, the founder
of Grameen Bank, and of more than 50 other companies in Bangladesh. For his constant innovation and
enterprise, Fortune Magazine named Professor Yunus in March 2012 as “one of the greatest entrepreneurs of
our time”.
In 2006, Professor Yunus and Grameen Bank were jointly awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. Professor
Muhammad Yunus is the recipient of 63 honorary degrees from universities across 24 countries. He has
received 136 awards from 33 countries including state honors from 10 countries. He is one of only seven
individuals to have received the Nobel Peace Prize, the United States Presidential Medal of Freedom and the
United States Congressional Gold Medal. Other notable awards include the Ramon Magsaysay Award
(1984), the World Food Prize (1998), the Prince of Asturias Award for Concord (1998), the Sydney Peace
Prize (1998), and the Seoul Peace Prize (2006). In Bangladesh he received the President's Award in 1978
for introducing an innovative organization in agriculture, as well as the Independence Day Award in 1987 by
the President of Bangladesh, for his outstanding contribution to rural development.

Professor Yunus was chosen by the Wharton School of Business as one of ‘The 25 Most influential
Businesspersons of the Past 25 Years’, and in 2006, Time Magazine listed Professor Yunus under “60 years of
Asian Heroes”, as one the top 12 business leaders. In 2008 in an open online poll, Professor Yunus was voted
the 2nd on the list of the Top 100 Public Intellectuals by Prospect Magazine (UK) and Foreign Policy (United
States). In 2010, the New Statesman (UK) listed him as one of “The World’s 50 Most Influential Figures”. The
Financial Times chose Professor Muhammed Yunus as one of six Finance Pioneers of all time, alongside
Warren Buffett, Amadeo Giannini, Henry Kravis, J.P Morgan, and Mayer Amschel Rothschild.
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THE TEAM
Dr. Faiz Shah, President
Dr. Faiz Shah is Director of the Yunus Centre at AIT, and as Program Director
for Development Management at the Asian Institute of Technology, Bangkok,
leads a U.S. Government funded project focused on sustainable supply chains in
Southeast Asia, improving ESG performance for companies in the region. In a
40-year change management and capacity-building career in a number of
countries, Dr. Shah has advised government and UN agencies, worked with
major corporations, groomed over 3,000 grassroots change leaders, and
overseen over 300 community-level development projects in diverse
communities from the Himalayan villages to the Thar desert. Between 1995 and
2001 he led Saga, at the time the world’s largest soccer-ball company, in
pioneering a widely recognized socially responsible business model.

Dr. Soontorn Koonchaimang, Chair, Academia & Research
Dr. Soontorn has over three decades experience working in Corporate Social
Responsibility and is Founder and Chairman of Image Plus Communications.
Under his management, his firm has provided CSR consultancy to Thailand’s
leading corporations and has advised the Royal Thai Government Ministries
and Departments on an inclusive national development process. Dr. Soontorn is
a Visiting Professor at the College of Social Innovation, Rangsit University and
is co-founder of the Thailand Social Business Initiative (TSBI). He was formerly
the Vice Dean for Corporate Communications and Corporate Affairs at Puey
Ungphakorn School of Development Studies, Thammasat University, Director of
the Right-Livelihood Foundation and Director of the Social Enterprise Study and
Development Center at Rangsit University.

Dr. Pipat Yodprudtikan, Chair, Strategic Initiatives
Dr. Pipat Yodprudtikan is the Chairman of the Thaipat Institute, a public-interest
organization established in 1999 with the aim to promote corporate
sustainability and responsibility in the private sector. He has led the institute
since it was founded and has delivered more than 300 engagements in
research, training, and consulting with many of the multinational corporations,
state enterprises, and major listed companies in Thailand. Dr. Pipat founded the
Thai CSR Network in 2005 as a platform for CSR practices for businesses and
to serve as a hub for CSR knowledge sharing among Thai companies. Dr Pipat
also co-founded the Thailand Social Business Initiative (TSBI) in 2016 to promote
the concept of social business in Thailand, pioneered by Nobel Laureate
Professor Muhammad Yunus.
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THE TEAM
Dr. Poonchai Chitanuntavitaya, Board Member
Dr. Poonchai Chitanuntavitaya, MD. is the Founder of the award-winning Social
health Enterprise (SHE). His health innovation improves the quality of life of
people with workplace stress, whilst training and hiring ex-convict women and
tribal youths. SHE has service contracts with many corporates as a CSR-inprocess innovation. Dr Poonchai and SHE have received many awards for their
work throughout ASEAN. Dr Poonchai was elected to be Vice Chairman of
Social Enterprise Thailand Association and sits on the National Committee of
Social Enterprise. Dr Poonchai now works with the regulator of capital markets
to turn CSR towards impact investing, following the Social Enterprise Promotion
Act of Thailand. Dr Poonchai is also a trained cardiologist and surgeon and was
one of the founding architects of the 30 Baht Scheme, Thailand’s universal
healthcare program.

Kanyarat Kornpariyawit, Board Member
Khun Kanyarat studied law and politics at Thammasat University and joined her
family business, having interests in the logistics and hospitality industries. For
two decades, she remained Managing Director of Jitpochana Group’s contract
services business, an award-winning leader within the Thai food & beverage
sector. Khun Kanyarat is a keen sportswoman, having played the national golf
circuit with distinction. Since 2012, retiring from her full-time business position,
Khun Kanyarat has worked to promote Social Business as a pathway to King
Rama IX’s Sufficiency Economy ideal. Her social business outlets, ChillChill
Lifestyle Lounge, Zen Zone and Kanyarat’s Kitchen provide living labs for
micro-entrepreneurship at the Asian Institute of Technology, with proposed
replication in Japan. Khun Kanyarat is also on the board of VAR-EdTech, an
augmented learning start-up.
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THE TEAM
Jutiwat Sangiamsakdikorn (Pan), Board Member
Jutiwat is Vice President for Government Relations at Miracle Star Capital, an
infrastructure development project-based investment firm focused on fiber optic
network installation and strategic road construction in Thailand and neighboring
countries. He has experience in planning, executing and consulting for projects
in real estate development, affordable housing, industrial estate, renewable
energy, telecommunication, agriculture, social business & impact-driven
entrepreneurship in Thailand and CLMV. In 2013 Jutiwat completed his Master
Degree in Business & Entrepreneurship at Newcastle Business School,
Northumbria University, UK. His masters dissertation research was titled
“Understanding SMEs and Social Entrepreneurship: A case study of the ICT
industry in Thailand”.

Pajaree Koonchaimang (Bam), Board Member
Pajaree Koonchaimang (Bam) is General Manager, Corporate Communications
at CP Group, was previously Managing Director at Expert Aspect International,
and is a Shared Value Affiliate for Prof. Michael Porter in Thailand. Pajaree
has significant experience working with Thailand’s leading corporations to
create sustainability strategies delivering shared value and social impact.
Pajaree believes in empowering young people through entrepreneurship. She
co-founded the Thailand Social Business Initiative in partnership with Yunus
Center AIT and Thaipat Institute, which works to build a wider understanding
among Thai youth about Professor Muhammad Yunus’ vision of Social Business
as a vehicle for economic empowerment and sustainable development.
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THE TEAM
Callum Mackenzie, Director, Programs
Callum has a diverse range of experience from working in the social business
and sustainability sector in +10 countries around the world. Callum leads Yunus
Thailand’s operations, whilst also consulting the U.S. Government on the
development of renewable energy programs in Southeast Asia and monitoring,
evaluation and learning for its regional sustainable manufacturing program. He
has previously worked for the European Institute of Cooperation and
Development in Myanmar and Paris, co-founded a vocational training social
business, worked for the U.K. Government empowering a community-based
organization in Zimbabwe, and for the U.K. Department of Education.

Pathit Ongvasith, Program Manager
Pathit Ongvasith leads programs with Yunus Thailand, is a Disaster Risk
Management consultant at the World Bank, previously worked as a Program
Officer at the Yunus Center AIT, and is a Yunus & Youth Global Ambassador.
He completed his Master’s Degree in International Development at Sciences Po
Paris. He holds Bachelor’s Degrees in Economics from Sciences Po Paris and
Columbia University. Pathit has previously worked at the Thailand Development
Research Institute specialized in innovation policy, FDI, and supply chains, and
with the Paris-based Human Development Research Initiative, focused on
combatting global inequalities.

Supamith Pongpipat (James), Intern
Supamith focuses on marketing and graphic design with Yunus Thailand and
completed his Bachelor’s Degree in Business Administration with a concentration
in Marketing from Kasetsart University Sriracha Campus. Supamith specialized
in integrated marketing communication, digital marketing, marketing
management, marketing for social and environment responsibility, and graphic
design. Supamith believes doing business is more than just making the highest
profit and is passionate about spreading the concept of social business in Thai
society.
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Panchica Koonchaimang (Bay), Volunteer
Panchica is a Program Coordinator in the CSR Team at Indorama Ventures, and
previously was a Program Officer in the Development Management Unit at AIT
Extension. Panchica leads on digital communications and marketing at Yunus
Thailand, designing and producing online content and managing the
organization’s network. She works to maintain Yunus Thailand’s brand strength
and consistency, whilst also managing the finances of the organization. Panchica
completed her Bachelor’s Degree in Communication Arts with a concentration in
Public Relations from Bangkok University, before graduating with a Masters
Degree in New Media and Society from the University of Leicester, UK.

Sita Sirisakdiporn (Ying), Volunteer
Sita works as a Corporate Relations Officer in the ESG Rating unit at Thaipat
Institute. She also co-founded SBX company, promoting corporate-driven social
business. Sita has a Bachelor’s Degree in Microbiological Sciences from
Kasetsart University and a Master’s Degree in Entrepreneurship and Innovation
from the College of Management, Mahidol University (CMMU). Sita previously
worked as a Project Manager at Juda Business Co., Ltd.
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Dr. David Galipeau, Yunus Near Future Lab
David is a Canadian that has lived and worked for the last 35 years in Europe
and Asia, most recently in Thailand/Singapore. He has worked across all
sectors as a floor trader, a corporate executive, a dotcom startup
entrepreneur, deep technology researcher, university lecturer and with the
United Nations. In 2015, he founded the UNDP SDG Impact Finance Initiative
(UNSIF), which brings together venture philanthropists, family trusts, foundations,
governments and the private sector, creating a 'blended financing' investment
platform. David is currently a lecturer at the UN Staff College, Director of the
Yunus Near Future Lab and Co-Founder of SDGx Singapore - a deep
technology research lab, corporate venture builder and investment fund
management firm.

Mr. Sohel Ahmed, Sustainability Consulting
Sohel Ahmed is currently working as the Managing Director of Grameen Shakti,
which is one of the most successful organizations dedicated to creating “Access
to Energy”, installing more than 1.8 Million Solar Home Systems, 1 million
Improved Cook Stoves and 35,000 Bio-gas plants, operating as per the norm
of Social Business, emphasizing on environmental protection, financial inclusion
and women empowerment. He has been working in the field of renewable
energy for over a decade, with expertise in modeling and managing solar
portfolios which includes solar home systems, solar irrigation systems, solar
drinking water solutions, solar rooftops and solar mini-grids. In recent years
Sohel has been intricately involved with SDG implementation, winning the
“Powering The Future We Want” award from UN DESA in 2017.

Dr. Asae Sayaka, Thailand Southern Border Provinces
Dr. Asae Sayaka is a development specialist with over 20 years experience and
is currently the Southern Border Provinces Coordinator of Yunus Thailand. From
2001 to 2011, Dr. Sayaka was the Thailand Country Director of Wetlands
International, and from 2012 until 2019 was Director of Public Policy and
Strategy at the Institut Darul Ridzuan, a Perak State Think Tank in Malaysia. His
experience spans across all phases of community development from identification
and design through to management and implementation. He has led numerous
short and long-term projects covering a range of sectors including integrated
environmental conservation and management, rural development, poverty
reduction and institutional development. His expertise is widely regarded in the
fields of project management, planning and design, project monitoring and
evaluation, and technical and policy advice.
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